President
Katie Helen Hays
If you don't know what your class officers are or what they do here at M.I.T., then you aren't in the minority. To remedy that situation for all of us, I intend to make our officers visible, efficient team on campus.

There are issues on campus that should be dealt with on class level, so there is need for officers who will introduce a balance of social activities and more "serious" forums and projects.

To work on any issues that are larger than our class can take on we will require close work with the Undergraduate Association (a "Student Council" for all classes at M.I.T.) 

I like to introduce this kind of relationship with next year's U.A.

Meetings of class officials are open, and anyone can attend them. You can't, however, attend what you don't know about. Meetings next year will be published either at my insistence or by my own efforts because they are for you!

Vijay Varheeswaram
I'm eager to continue in my position as President of the Class of 1990. After a year as President — and as organizer of SLAM '87 — I have made many contacts in student groups, the administration, faculty and the other classes. As President I've led our class through a very successful year that included the first-ever freshman-faculty Coffee Hour and creative study breaks such as our Christmas Caroling Exam Break. I hope to continue this success and reach these goals:

1. Getting more class members involved with, and helping those already in, our large and vocal class council through Freemen-faculty Social during Women's Weekend
2. Spring for Cream Orgy
3. Continuing to improve student-faculty relations through Class of 90/Faculty Coffee Hours this term and next year.
4. Having fun and pulling together as a class!

Secretary
Minyuan Tung
As secretary of the class of 1990, I hope to bring energy and enthusiasm to the council. I want to keep you more informed of our activities. You should know about the proposals we pass and the activities we are involved in. Moreover, you should have a say about them.

To achieve this, open meetings and better posting of events will be one of my main goals. Another will be to keep notes and correspondences accurate and up to date. But most importantly, I want to ease our first year on grades with more study breaks, incentive offers, and dances. Remember, we, the officers, are here to serve YOU. Enter Min Tung for secretary.

Vice President
Thomas Knight
I'm anxious to expand on the job I started last year, and to work again with the Class of 90 Council on such projects as a Class of 90 T-shirt, freshman seminars, a section term faculty social, and class-wide social events.

Our goals for next year are:

1) Reaching out to members of the Class of 90 with fresh ideas and activities.
2) Improving relationships between the Class of 90 and their faculty.
3) Promoting class unity ... and having fun.

So carry your ballot for continued success and experience, and help make the Class of 1990 the best it can be.

Social Chairman
Alison Mehlenb and Vandita Malviya
The class of 1990, yes with 38% women in it, is the result of a successful experiment conducted by MIT to attract a more interesting and diverse student body. It is now up to us to prove that the administration made the right decision. We want to prove that our student body is especially the class of 1990, a better social environment. As your future social chairman, we will make sure that the class of 1990 has a great time during the year. For example, we will organize springwaterfall (trips and sponsor a freshman formal). We want everyone in our class to stop by Baker 103 or Boston 4128 just to chat or exchange ideas. With everyone working together, we can all have the best social year yet.

Treasurer
Ang Mi (Julie) Kim
I would like to serve on the Undergraduate Council as treasurer of the Class of 90 because I feel that with my experience, enthusiasm, and dedication, I am well qualified for the position. As Class Treasurer this year, I learned how Class Council operates and that I truly have a good knowledge of how to get things done around the institute. I helped organize and execute the Fall Weekend for Cream Orgy and I can proudly say that our class in the first MIT history to take a profit from it. I have also been deeply involved with the Fall Weekend Semi-formal and the freshman Social Tea. If re-elected, I plan to build on my experience from this year and work harder to keep our class active throughout the year! I am ready to serve you as your Class Treasurer! VOTE BLUE KIM TREASURER, VOTE FOR EXPERIENCE!

Richard J. Villanueva
As elected secretary of the Class of 1990, I will continue to carry out the responsibilities of the class position to the best of my abilities. As secretary of the Class of 1990, I was responsible for preparing minutes, organizing correspondences, and informing all of the freshmen council of upcoming events and meetings. I feel I successfully accomplished all I set out to do (1) carry out the responsibilities of my position, (2) as an officer of my class, try to motivate other members of my class to become involved in class activities, and (3) to make others aware of the importance of a class council as a focus for student expression. If re-elected, I will continue to adhere to my goals, and serve my class to the limit of my abilities.

Kimberly Pace
and Eric Nudelman
The Class of 1990 being very diverse, needs active social chairpersons to organize and plan events. Our goals for the next year include increasing class spirit and participation through a variety of activities. We have the enthusiasm and experience to reach faculty and students to further class unity. Make 1990 the best.
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President
I-Ching Wu (President) and Zara Weng (Vice President)
Through our active involvement in Class Council and the UA this year, we feel that attaining the Class of 1990 is a privilege and honor. We would like to further contribute to the success of our class by being President and Vice President. We will break the MIT tradition of inactive class council and expand the success we have had this year through these goals:

A) MORE INVOLVEMENT
1. by improving communication through new newsletters and living group reps
2. with a survey of your favorite activities
3. through special seminars and discussions
B) MORE FUN
1. Halloween masquerade ball, ice skating party, class dinner and more
2. Involvement with other classes and UA events

We have the experience and the ability, but most importantly the enthusiasm. We need your support to achieve all of our goals.

VOTE I-CHING WU AND ZARA WENG FOR THE BEST CLASS PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT!!

Social Chairman
Alison Mehlenb and Vandita Malviya (A.K.A. Chelsea) and Kimberly Pace and Eric Nudelman
The class of 1990, yes with 38% women in it, is the result of a successful experiment conducted by MIT to attract a more interesting and diverse student body. It is now up to us to prove that the administration made the right decision. We want to prove that our student body is especially the class of 1990, a better social environment. As your future social chairman, we will make sure that the class of 1990 has a great time during the year. For example, we will organize Springwaterfall (trips and sponsor a freshman formal). We want everyone in our class to stop by Baker 103 or Boston 4128 just to chat or exchange ideas. With everyone working together, we can all have the best social year ever.

Treasurer
Ang Mi (Julie) Kim
I would like to serve on the Undergraduate Council as treasurer of the Class of 90 because I feel that with my experience, enthusiasm, and dedication, I am well qualified for the position. As Class Treasurer this year, I learned how Class Council operates and that I truly have a good knowledge of how to get things done around the institute. I helped organize and execute the Fall Weekend for Cream Orgy and I can proudly say that our class in the first MIT history to take a profit from it. I have also been deeply involved with the Fall Weekend Semi-formal and the freshman Social Tea. If re-elected, I plan to build on my experience from this year and work harder to keep our class active throughout the year! I am ready to serve you as your Class Treasurer! VOTE BLUE KIM TREASURER, VOTE FOR EXPERIENCE!